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S U M M A RY

High Risk
An Analysis of the Proposed Public-Private Partnership
for the Richmond/Airport/Vancouver Rapid Transit Project

rapid transit line to connect Richmond and the airport

with downtown Vancouver (known by the acronym

“RAV”). Importantly, they will also be asked to approve

the release of a sweeping request for private sector pro-

posals to design, build, operate, maintain and partially

finance the new line for a 30 to 35 year period. Annual

payments for the contract are proposed to come from

fares for the new line, as well as the savings from cuts to

bus routes along the rapid transit corridor.

Funding for the proposed line is to come from

TransLink, the federal and provincial governments, the

airport authority, and a to-be-determined private inves-

tor.

The provincial government is reputedly insisting on a

public-private partnership (P3) in exchange for its finan-

cial contribution, but local government officials who have

primary responsibility for the regional transit system

should set aside this provincial pres-

sure. They must consider their op-

tions carefully and neutrally, since

taxpayers and transit users will deal

with the implications of the decision

for decades to come.

Due to the prospect for cost-

sharing and private finance, as well

as the role this line could play in

support of the 2010 Winter Olym-

pics, the RAV has overtaken the pre-

vious regional rapid transit priori-

ties agreed upon only a few years ago (i.e. central

Coquitlam and Broadway corridors were to take priority

over Richmond). This is a problematic way to make pub-

lic policy, since investment decisions should be based on

need, rather than the prospect of cost-sharing.

As TransLink Board members and GVRD Directors

deliberate on the proposal for a P3, they should evaluate

a variety of important factors including: whether or not

such a procurement will provide value for money;

whether it will be more or less costly to pursue a P3 rather

than a more conventional public procurement; whether

risks will be appropriately allocated to the parties best

able to manage them; whether taxpayers will be appro-

priately protected against cost overruns and unexpected

construction problems; whether transit service quality

will be protected and enhanced; whether the proposed

contract structure will be sufficiently accountable to

A VERY SIGNIFICANT DECISION for Greater Vancouver

transit users and taxpayers is just around the corner.

The councillors and mayors from around the Lower

Mainland who serve on the Boards of the Greater

Vancouver Transportation Authority (“TransLink”)

and the Greater Vancouver Regional District (“GVRD”)

are about to be asked to authorise a cost-shared

capital investment of approximately $2 billion for a
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taxpayers; whether the new line will be properly integrated

with existing rapid transit lines and the rest of the transit

system; and whether they and the general public have

been provided with enough information to make an in-

formed decision. They will want to be assured that all

appropriate due diligence has been completed.

In aid of better informed decision-making, this report

takes a detailed look at the proposed public-private part-

nership. It attempts to disaggregate, explain and analyse

the proposed partnership arrangement, but it does not

attempt to address many of the other important issues

and debates about the RAV, such as technology, the

project’s compatibility with regional land-use goals, travel

times, the project’s relative priority, international trade

agreement implications, or the advisability of such a large

expenditure. Special attention is paid to the proposed

sharing of risk.

Although only a limited amount of information about

the proposed P3 has been released to the public so far

(and there is a huge range in the various monetary esti-

mates that have been put forward), enough has been made

available to raise significant concerns. Those concerns in-

clude the prospect that:

• The P3 may cost transit users and taxpayers con-

siderably more than a conventional public procure-

ment, given the added costs of private financing and

operations. This is largely because the public sec-

tor can borrow money more cheaply than the pri-

vate sector, but also because the private operator

must earn a profit and pay more for GST and other

taxes. One conservative estimate from the City of

Burnaby concludes the increased cost to TransLink’s

budget is at least $17 million per year for the life of

the proposed P3 contract. TransLink’s study of a

proposal for private operations and maintenance

of the Skytrain Millennium Line in 2000/2001 de-

termined it would cost $4.5 million more per year

to use a private contractor than to continue to pro-

vide operations and maintenance in-house.

• There will be little or no reduction in public debt,
compared to a regular procurement, since all RAV

assets will continue to be owned by the public and

the costs of private debt will be paid for with pub-

lic funds. In fact, it is even proposed that the public

sector borrow $63 million on behalf of the private

concessionaire to assist with the first 10 years of op-

eration.

• The P3 will result in less control and coordina-
tion than regular public sector management. This

is a particular concern, given that the two existing

Skytrain lines are publicly operated, yet will need

to closely integrate with the new RAV. Once a 30 to

35 year contract is signed, flexibility for the public

owner will be limited.

• The extra costs of private financing do not seem

justified, given the inadequate and inappropriate

levels of risk which it is proposed be transferred to

the private sector. For example, if ridership does

not match optimistic projections, the public sector

will pay to make up the difference (ridership pre-

dictions for the airport are particularly risky); if

unexpected soil and geotechnical conditions in-

crease the cost of tunnelling, as is likely, the public

sector will pick up extra costs; if bus cut savings do

not materialise, the public sector will have to find

other funds in order to honour its contractual com-

mitments to the RAV operator ; and, if  the

contractor(s) default, the public sector will have to

pick up the resulting costs.

In short, the proposed RAV P3 offers few benefits to

the public and limited risk mitigation. In theory, a P3

may make sense if it transfers substantial costs and risks

to the private sector. This proposal fails to do so. The pri-

vate concessionaire assumes some risk; however, the pub-

lic is not protected from potentially large construction

cost overruns and operating revenue shortfalls.

When it comes to risk transfer, the issue is not simply

what is transferred, but at what cost. Private bidders will

take on a variety of risks, but their bids will reflect that.

That is why evaluations of P3s attempt to determine

whether risks have been assigned to those best able to

manage them. In the case of the RAV P3, the public is

being asked to share many ridership and tunnelling risks,

even though it is proposed that the private sector be re-

sponsible for operations, design and construction.

Although it is very possible the proposed P3 will not

provide good value for money, there is no evidence in

project workplans that a so-called “public sector
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comparator” has been prepared (meaning an estimate or

model for development of the project without private

sector financing or operations). Nonetheless, staff are

proposing to issue a Request for Proposals before the sum-

mer. This degree of commitment to a P3, in the absence

of a public sector comparator, is a violation of the re-

quirements of the provincial government’s Capital Asset

Management Framework, which stipulates that a public

sector comparator must be developed and refined at every

stage of planning and development of major public capi-

tal projects. It is also inconsistent with the practice re-

garding P3s around the world.

Capital cost estimates for large projects are always sub-

ject to considerable uncertainty, and are often inaccurate.

For this reason, protection of the public owner against

post-construction claims is very important, particularly

when tunnelling is involved. The report cites a number

of spectacular cost overruns involving tunnelling and

notes that a design/build contract is not necessarily pro-

tection against such claims. It is not clear how the pro-

posed RAV P3 will protect the public against expensive

legal claims.

This paper reviews recent experience with privatised

rapid transit and airport rail links in Australia, the US

and the UK. For three high profile projects in Australia

and one in the US, project viability has been threatened

by poor ridership and/or poor ridership projections. As

a result, the Sydney Airport Rail Link is in receivership,

the Brisbane Airport Rail Link has been given a signifi-

cant credit rating downgrade, and a proposed airport rail

link for Melbourne has been deferred indefinitely. In New

Jersey, a light rail system developed through a design/

build/operate/maintain contract is far short of ridership

expectations and in the UK, a new P3 light rail system

for south London is coping with a major financial crisis.

When it comes to rapid transit projects, the funda-

mental problem with a P3 model is that the public is

locked into a long-term contract with a sole concession-

aire, leaving the public in a poor bargaining position.

Once a concessionaire is chosen, there are no market or

competitive forces available to the public sector owner to

minimise the cost of modifying the terms of service. To

be successful at meeting public objectives, P3s should:

• face competition, and not have market power or a

monopoly;

• create real efficiency gains, and not simply be de-

pendent on a transfer of public costs and revenues

to a private entity;

• be limited to discrete projects, not those that are

part of an interdependent public system; and

• be self-supporting from user charges.

The RAV P3 meets none of these criteria.

Recommendations and Conclusions

This paper highlights numerous risks of developing the

RAV line as a P3. At a minimum, this study recommends:

(i) The financial feasibility study by Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers should be released to the public immedi-

ately. At the very least, it should be made available to

TransLink and GVRD Directors.

(ii) Before any further consideration is given to issuing a

Request for Proposals, the provincial Auditor Gen-

eral should be asked to prepare an independent Pub-

lic Sector Comparator.

(iii) Ridership projections should be the subject of fur-

ther independent review. Particular consideration

should be given to the reasons for failure of ridership

projections for similar projects in Australia and else-

where.

(iv) More detailed information should be provided to

TransLink and GVRD Directors on the proposed

sharing of major risks such as tunnelling and

ridership. The precise nature of the risks to be borne

by the public owner should be explained in detail.

(v) If a P3 is approved and a Request for Proposals is

issued, TransLink should ensure that consulting firms

that have provided P3 advice are not permitted to, in

turn, be part of bid teams.

(vi) Project timelines should be adjusted to allow for ad-

equate review and due diligence before a decision is

made to develop the RAV as a public-private part-

nership.

It is the finding of this paper, however, that the RAV

line is not an appropriate fit for a public-private partner-

ship of the sort proposed. Insufficient risks and costs are

to be transferred to the private sector to justify the in-

creased costs of a P3.
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PART I

Introduction

currently in the definition phase, but it is an-

ticipated that decisions on actual implemen-

tation will be made before July 2003.

Project planners have developed scenarios

for both partially grade separated and fully

graded separated lines up the Cambie corri-

dor.2 Travel times to Waterfront Station from

Richmond Centre would be 32 minutes on a

partially grade separated line and 30 min-

utes on a fully grade separated line, whilst

from Waterfront to the Airport Terminal the

respective times would be 28 and 25 min-

utes. No specific technology has yet been chosen, as the

private sector is to be asked to provide solutions to sat-

isfy the travel time objectives.

The recommended procurement option would see the

new line delivered through a partially privately financed

“design/build/operate/maintain” contract structure.

While the project would be publicly owned, operation

and maintenance of the new transit line would be priva-

tised through a 30 to 35 year contract with the same pri-

vate concessionaire that designs, builds and partially fi-

nances the line.3

A Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) was is-

sued in late November 2002, in order to identify a short

list of proponents for a more detailed and formal Re-

quest for Proposals (RFP) and subsequent Best and Fi-

nal Offer (BAFO) to two finalists. According to the RFEI,

contributing agencies “have not given approval to project

implementation nor approved anticipated funding” and

“the RFP will only be issued when...approvals and fund-

ing are in place.”4 Conclusion of the multi-decade con-

tract will follow the RFP process.

The proposed line would connect Vancouver’s Water-

front Station in the north to Richmond Centre in the south

as well as the YVR international airport terminal to the

west. Although the RAV is not an “Olympic project” per se

and is not included in the Bid Book that has been submit-

ted to the International Olympic Committee, proponents

of both the RAV line and the Olympics hope that the line

will be in operation by 2010, in time for the anticipated

Vancouver/Whistler Winter Olympics. The pressures of this

Olympic timeline mean that major decisions are being

made in great haste.

The RAV Project Team reports to a multi-agency com-

mittee. The “Contributing agencies” are the Government

of Canada (represented by Transport Canada and Western

Economic Diversification Canada), the Government of

British Columbia, the Vancouver International Airport Au-

thority (YVR), and TransLink. These are the agencies ex-

pected to make funding contributions. “Supporting agen-

cies” (i.e. non-funding partners) are the City of Richmond,

City of Vancouver, Greater Vancouver Regional District

(GVRD), and the Vancouver Port Authority. The project is

THE PROPOSED RAPID TRANSIT project to connect

Richmond, Vancouver International Airport and

Vancouver (RAV) is being hotly debated for a

number of reasons. Among the controversial

elements is a reported stipulation by the

Province that the project must be developed as

a public-private partnership (P3) if there is to be

a $300 million provincial financial contribution.1
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The project is estimated to require total capital invest-

ment of between $1.8 and $2.2 billion in 2003 dollars,

inclusive of interest during construction of approximately

$287 million.5 For a $1.6 billion base case (which does

not include interest during construction), $1.326 billion

in public funding is being organised. It is contemplated

that TransLink will be able to restrict its contribution to

$300 million if:

• the Province also contributes $300 million;

• the Vancouver International Airport Authority

(YVR) contributes $300 million;

• the federal government contributes $450 million in

cash over the construction period (equivalent to

$426 million in 2003 dollars); and

• there is private capital of $250 million (or more).6

It should be noted that, because interest during con-

struction (“i.d.c.”) is a real cost, it is somewhat false to

develop a base case without factoring it in. TransLink

Directors have been told that the actual TransLink in-

vestment will be $372 million, once interest during con-

struction is added.7

If the project budget is higher than the conservative

base case of $1.6 billion (as is most likely), the plan is to

have private financing make up the “gap” or difference.

For example, if the capital budget is $1.8 billion, there

will be roughly $470 million in private debt and equity,

and if the budget is $2 billion, then private financing of

roughly $670 million will be necessary. The private con-

tractor will be paid to operate and maintain the new line

from a combination of fare revenues and “savings” from

cuts to north/south bus services.

Proposed P3 Structure

The proposed P3 structure is sweeping, very long term

and quite unusual in the North American context. While

design/build (i.e. integration of design and construction

within one contract) is an increasingly common delivery

method for major capital projects, it is unprecedented in

BC and uncommon in North America to conclude a

multi-decade concession with one proponent for the de-

sign, building, financing, operation and maintenance of

a major public service such as a new rapid transit line.

Unusual too is the fact that the funding partnership with

YVR and the proposed P3 for the RAV have driven a

number of other public policy elements related to the

line, such as very fast travel times and the consequent

pressure for full grade separation. The proposal for an

expensive and lengthy tunnel along the Cambie corridor

follows logically from travel time requirements identi-

fied by the Vancouver International Airport Authority,

as well as the 2001 P3 report by the Australian Macquarie

Group of consultants. Given neighbourhood concerns

about an elevated or at-grade line along Cambie, a very

expensive tunnel has come to be seen by project planners

as the preferred alternative.8

The financing and cost-sharing model has also encour-

aged regional politicians to advance the timing of the RAV

project ahead of previous rapid transit priorities. Based

on the objectives of the Livable Region Strategic Plan

growth strategy, the previous regional priorities for ad-

ditional rapid transit were, first, the Port Moody/

Coquitlam line (which would connect the Expo and Mil-

lennium Lines to Coquitlam Centre) and, second, the

Broadway line to connect the Expo and Millennium Lines

with a line to central Broadway. Only then was a line to

Richmond to follow.

The RAV project has now advanced in priority in large

measure because of the hope that major contributions

from other levels of government, the airport and the P3

will cap TransLink capital costs for the line at $300 mil-

lion (before i.d.c.). If successful, it is argued that this will

significantly enhance rapid transit in the region, while

allowing TransLink to allocate resources to other impor-

tant priorities. What is missed in this reasoning is that

the provincial government paid almost all capital costs

for the previous two Skytrain lines.
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It is apparent that the cost-sharing and financing

model for the RAV has turned the normal process of tran-

sit prioritising upside down. Instead of investing on the

basis of relative need in the context of the regional land

use plan, the potential for cost-sharing and private financ-

ing is determining the new priority of RAV. This is not a

prudent way to make public policy. Investments should

be prioritised based on need.

Because a public-private partnership is so integral to

the financing model for the project and because the re-

cent priority of RAV may defer other needed projects, it

is important that the P3 be reviewed in some detail.

This is challenging because, so far, the general public

has been provided with only limited information on the

proposed P3 for RAV. A detailed model for the P3 has

been prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers, but its “Re-

port on Financial Feasibility” has not been made avail-

able to the general public, nor even to decision-makers

on the TransLink Board. Only the executive summary of

the report has been released to the public, while the Fi-

nance and Audit Committee of the TransLink Board was

asked (as of April 9, 2003) to make do with a PowerPoint

summary of the full report. In the executive summary,

PricewaterhouseCoopers provides the following ration-

ale for such limited disclosure:

Our Advisory Report considers the likely cost of

the Project, how it could be structured, and the

amount of public funding that will be needed to

make it work. It contains information and finan-

cial analysis that the Agencies wish to remain con-

fidential in order to preserve their negotiating po-

sition. This Executive Summary encapsulates our

views except those that would affect commercial

negotiations.9

The problem with this rationale is that a major ex-

penditure of taxpayer dollars is proposed and explained

in the report. Long term implementation decisions on

the entire project and the financing model are imminent.

The project, and the proposed P3, have not yet been ap-

proved. If the TransLink Board and the GVRD Board, on

behalf of regional taxpayers, are to be asked to commit to

an RFP for an unprecedented operation and maintenance

contract of 30 to 35 years, as well as payments to a con-

cessionaire of hundreds of millions of public dollars, then

much more fulsome disclosure to the public is necessary.

It is clear that an understanding of the proposed P3 is

required in order to gain a full understanding of the

project as a whole. This report attempts to disaggregate,

explain and analyse the proposed partnership arrange-

ment.10 The proposed sharing of risk is examined, as well

as the prospects for a “public sector comparator.” Better

informed decision making will hopefully be one result.

It is unprecedented in BC and uncommon in North America to

conclude a multi-decade concession with one proponent for

the design, building, financing, operation and maintenance of

a major public service such as a new rapid transit line.
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PART II

The Deal in More Detail

Project Organisation
Based on advice from PricewaterhouseCoopers, governance

for the project will be structured as follows:

“...the Contributing Agencies are proposing a special

purpose corporation (“ProjectCorp”)... TransLink,

the Province and the Airport will appoint directors

to the Board of ProjectCorp... TransLink and the

Province will cause ProjectCorp to pursue arrange-

ments with a private sector partner for the design,

construction, financing and operation of the Project.

The Airport and ProjectCorp will enter into a con-

struction agreement on terms satisfactory to the Air-

port and ProjectCorp for the construction of the Air-

port segment. The Airport will own the Airport seg-

ment, and lease it to TransLink. ProjectCorp will own

the main part of the line between Richmond and Van-

couver... the agreement between the Agencies will

provide that certain decisions are referred to the Air-

port, TransLink and the Province for approval. These

include approval of the essential elements of the

Project.

There will be an advisory committee to ProjectCorp,

through which the municipalities and other Partici-

pating Agencies will provide advisory input to the

Board.”12

THE MACQUARIE GROUP of Australia was contracted in 2000/2001 to review the

prospects for a P3 for the RAV as well as to conduct a preliminary Multiple

Account Evaluation of the project. Macquarie’s early work suggested a number

of P3 funding mechanisms, which are no longer under active consideration,

such as private capture of the value of commercial land

development rights at stations, a “premium” airport

service with higher fares, privatisation of all Skytrain

operations, or rolling the Broadway western extension

into the RAV project.

In early 2003, the Underhill Company LLC was en-

gaged by the City of Vancouver to do an independent

review of the RAV proposals. In commenting on the

evolution of the P3 proposals compared to early rec-

ommendations, the Underhill report stated: “Given the

restructuring of the PPP approach from that described

by Macquarie, it’s not clear what risks the private part-

ner would be assuming, other than the risks commonly

associated with Design/Build projects that are not

PPP.”11

Rather than a P3 arrangement that reduces public

costs through capture of increasing land values, or that

transfers major construction risks to the private sector,

the current proposal is simply for full public funding

of totally private delivery on a very long term basis.
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Financial and
Operating Structure

PricewaterhouseCoopers has recommended the following

financial and operating structure:

• The RAV line will operate as an integral part of the

regional transit network. TransLink will therefore

continue to set schedules and fares and be responsi-

ble for marketing the service. It will receive the rev-

enues collected from fares.

• There will be a long-term operating contract of up

to 35 years under which the private sector partner

will be responsible for designing, building and op-

erating the system, as well as ensuring that it per-

forms to standard.

• The private sector partner will also be responsible

for raising funding that is needed over and above

the Agencies’ contributions. In return, it will receive

payments from TransLink and the other agencies.

• The majority of Agency contributions will be made

during the construction period. Payments will be

made on behalf of the Agencies as certain specific

construction milestones are achieved.

• During the operating phase, TransLink will make

payments to the private partner for the provision of

services which will be funded from the new cashflow

the system is expected to generate. The majority of

the payments will be for delivering the service ac-

cording to defined performance standards. A por-

tion of the payments will be an incentive to maxim-

ise ridership.

• The objective of the “design/build/finance/operate”

structure is to transfer significant risk to the private

sector and create effective incentives for perform-

ance by allowing the private sector to bring to the

project its innovation and efficiency.

• Based on ridership and revenue projections from

Halcrow/TSi (the contractors assigned to prepare

detailed, investment grade ridership projections) and

assuming current fare scales increased over time in

line with the Consumer Price Index, the fully grade

separated option will generate annual revenues (in

2003 prices) of $39.9 million by 2010 and $47 mil-

lion by 2021. The partially separated option would

generate $33.7 million by 2010 and $39.4 million by

2021. This is based on annual boardings of 28 to 33

million per year in 2010 and 32 to 39 million per

year by 2021. These annualised boardings average

out to approximately 90 to 100,000 riders per day.

• 75 per cent of the ridership forecast should be

achieved in the first year, 85 per cent in the second

year and full ridership in the third.

• Taking into account net additional revenue gener-

ated by the RAV line, and related savings in the cost

of the overall transportation network, the fully sepa-

rated option is expected to generate net additional

funds for TransLink of $40 million in 2013, rising

to $59 million in 2030. For the partially separated

option, the figures are $31 million in 2013 and $47

million in 2030. These are the funds it is proposed

TransLink will use to pay the private partner for

delivery according to performance standards.

• As to the cost of private sector financing, PWC be-

lieves that the private sector is likely to raise short-

term construction financing primarily from banks

and then refinance with a long-term bond from in-

stitutional investors after construction is complete.

The term of the bond would approach the length

of the operating contract.

• While PWC feels there is a “good prospect” that the

project can be procured with the public funds that

have been identified, “ultimately, a successful

procurement...will depend on how the private sec-

tor bids...and the Project Team’s estimates of the

ridership and revenues which would be generated

from the private sector proposals. It would be pru-

dent for the Agencies to agree how additional fund-

ing should be made available if necessary (emphasis

added).”13 In other words, more public funding may

be required than has been identified to date.

“The Numbers” So Far

Subsequent to release of the PWC executive summary,

TransLink Directors were provided with examples on the

how the proposed financing may work. (It is important

to note that, despite the haste to make a decision before

the summer, Directors are being asked to base their deci-

sions on a huge range of varying estimates for capital,

operating and interest costs, as well as projected revenues.

Clear and consistent numbers are not yet available.) Sum-

mary presentations to a March Board of Directors work-

shop and an April meeting of the Finance and Audit Com-

mittee of the TransLink Board indicate:
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• The base case for the whole bus and rail network

assumes fares will increase to match inflation, serv-

ice levels and related capital will increase in line with

population growth, and current assets will be re-

placed at the end of their useful life.

• TransLink will soon need additional funding for its

overall system. The network base case projects an

annual deficit of $10 million in 2004, growing to

$83 million in 2013 for an average over that 20 year

period of $50 million.

• The debt servicing cost for TransLink’s $372 mil-

lion investment in the RAV project is reported as

$30 million per year over 20 years (the annual

amount is this high because TransLink is planning

to pay $72 million for interest during construction

and because it uses an amortisation period of 20

years).

• In answer to questioning from Directors, it was sug-

gested that payments to the private contractor could

range between $40 and $60 million per year – a huge

range.

• Cash flows were presented for 2021 which were

meant to be examples only – not actual projections.

Those examples cited “bus savings” of $18 million

per year by 2021 and suggested that capital repay-

ment and return on equity for the private contrac-

tor might also be $18 million per year (out of total

annual payments to the concessionaire of $47 mil-

lion per year. The remaining $29 million per year

would be for operating costs). The explanation for

such apparently small financing costs for the con-

cessionaire is that “private sector efficiencies” are

already assumed. This is a big assumption.

• The RAV corridor bus cuts will primarily impact

express and B-line services. There may be 66 fewer

buses by 2010 and 94 fewer buses by 2021. Assum-

ing other additional funding for bus service expan-

sion and redeployment of bus services cut in the

RAV corridor, it is projected there may be a 20 per

cent increase in local Vancouver and Richmond bus

service by 2010 (compared to 2002) and a 35 per

cent increase over 2002 by 2021.

• There are currently 35,000 to 40,000 daily riders on

the rapid and express buses in the RAV corridor,

2000 daily riders on the airport shuttle and 40,000

riders on local trolley routes in the corridor.

• A so-called “cashflow timing mismatch” has been

identified. Increased ridership will take time to

ramp-up and “bus savings” will take time to mate-

rialise, but the private operator will have costs from

the first day of operation of the new line. It is there-

fore recommended that TransLink provide addi-

tional public borrowing to the private operator of

$63 million (in 2003 prices) for the first 10 years of

operation, which will be repaid over the life of the

concession, so that the net present value of these

cashflows, at 7 per cent nominal, will be zero. This

public borrowing on behalf of the private operator

will be in addition to the debt for the $372 million

TransLink is contributing to the project. Of course,

provincial and federal contributions will also be in

the form of taxpayer supported debt.

• Interest rate increases before conclusion of a con-

tract for the RAV will impact financial projections.

A 1 percentage point increase in interest rates will

equate to a roughly $3 million annual increase in

debt service costs for TransLink. Once the deal is

closed, increasing interest costs will be borne by the

concessionaire.14

Certain particular elements stand out from the PWC

executive summary and the financial presentations to

TransLink Directors. These include:

• Ridership will need to ramp up to approximately

100,000 per day to support the financial projections.

There are roughly 40,000 riders on the corridor to-

day.

• Annual payments to the contractor will come from

RAV fare revenue as well as the equivalent value of

cuts to bus service in the RAV corridor. Therefore,

despite some initial private financing, all costs will

ultimately be funded by the public sector.

• The “value” of reductions to bus service in the RAV

corridor is somewhat illusory. These transfers to the

private RAV contractor are not a consequence of

the P3 and will cost “real money” since TransLink

is also planning to redeploy B-line buses and oth-

erwise increase other local bus services in the Rich-

mond and Vancouver areas. If the line was deliv-

ered through a more normal public procurement,

the value of bus savings on the north/south corri-

dor would also be available to the public sector.

• In addition to all other public contributions, there

is the proposition mentioned earlier that the pub-

lic sector borrow $63 million on behalf of the pri-

vate contractor for the first 10 years of operations.
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PART III

A P3 Will Likely
Increase Public Costs

If anything, Mr. Belhouse’s calculations for Burnaby

use conservative assumptions. For example, he uses the

estimate of $25 million per year in operating costs (in

2010) from the Project Definition Report (p. 50), even

though that same report also states: “Operating costs are

estimated to be between $27 and $34 million per year in

2012, increasing to $31 to $40 million in 2030.”18 Simi-

larly, the Burnaby report assumes a $21 million annual

debt service cost for TransLink’s $372 million capital con-

tribution, whereas the March 14, 2003 TransLink Board

Workshop was given an estimate of $30 million per year

in debt servicing for the same contribution (as explained

earlier, the figure of $372 includes $72 million for inter-

est during construction).19

With the higher potential operating and debt servic-

ing costs, one can reasonably project an even higher nega-

Estimates and Assumptions

The financial modelling for the proposed RAV P3 tends

to mix operating and capital costs together. The range of

estimates is also very large, since real costs for this pro-

curement model will only start to become fixed after pri-

vate sector bids are in.

That being said, some financial implications can be

adduced using mid-range assumptions.

For example, J.S. Belhouse, the Director of Planning

and Building for the City of Burnaby, presented an im-

portant financial analysis on April 23, 2003 based on the

assumption of $400 million in capital contributions from

the private concessionaire.15 For the mid-range private

capital estimate of $400 million (the fully grade separated

option) and based on ramp-up to mature ridership three

years after opening in 2013, Mr. Belhouse reports that:

...the $40 million in total new revenue forecast by

PricewaterhouseCoopers...would be enough to

cover either the estimated annual RAV operating

costs ($25 million) or the annual cost of financing

the $400 million capital cost contribution from the

private sector ($32 million). The projected new rev-

enue would not be sufficient to cover both costs.”16

Mr. Belhouse calculates (for the fully grade separated

option) that private financing of the RAV will leave

TransLink with a negative impact on its current operat-

ing budget of at least $17 million per year.

If the TransLink cost to finance its contribution of $300

million is also figured in, Mr. Belhouse forecasts a total

negative impact to TransLink’s existing operating budget

of $38 million per year.17

Figure 1: Overall Impact on Translink

City of Burnaby Method for Calculating Overall Negative
Impact on TransLink’s Operating Budget (Annual Revenue
minus Operating Costs). 2013. Fully Grade Separated

Net New Revenue from RAV: $40 million

RAV Operating Cost: subtract $25 million

Cost to Private Sector
to Finance $400 million: subtract $32 million

Impact on TransLink’s
Existing Operating Budget: = –$17 million

Note: Private sector f inancing cost based on repaying both interest
and principal of a $400 million bond monthly over a 35 year term
at a private sector borrowing rate of 7.58 per cent.
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tive impact for TransLink’s operating budget than the

April 2003 forecast by Burnaby. For example, if RAV op-

erating costs are $31 million in 2012 (mid-range between

the project team’s estimated $27 to $34 million) and if

TransLink’s cost to finance $300 million is, in fact, $30

million per year, then the total negative impact on

TransLink’s operating budget (annual revenue minus

operating costs) by 2012 could be $53 million. A similar

calculation for 2030 (assuming operating costs of $36

million) would result in a negative impact on TransLink’s

operating budget of $58 million. These higher costs will

have to be made up by either cutting service or increas-

ing revenues.

It is worth noting that the Project Team’s 2003 esti-

mate of annual operating costs for the RAV are sharply

higher than the estimates of only one year ago. Project

consultants produced a final technical report in June of

2002 which examined in detail two alternatives for the

Cambie corridor. For a mostly grade separated option

(i.e. tunnel from Waterfront to 45th Avenue), their re-

port projected “...total annual operating costs of $13.5

million (for staffing, salaries, operating, maintenance and

general administration)...these operating and mainte-

nance costs represent $93 per vehicle hour...”20 It’s not

clear what has caused projected annual operating costs

to nearly double from the estimates of only a year ago.

One possibility may be that the higher costs of private

financing have now been rolled into the calculation of

“operating costs.” Presumably, some clues on the reasons

for these higher costs are contained in the final financial

report of PricewaterhouseCoopers. That report remains

confidential.

P3s Can be Costly

Another factor in the higher projected operating costs of

the RAV is likely the proposed privatisation of operations

and maintenance. Previous detailed estimating work for

the Millennium Skytrain line showed that contracting out

operations and maintenance would be considerably more

expensive than doing the work in-house, although there

might be other benefits. The cost estimating was devel-

oped in support of commercial negotiations between

TransLink and Bombardier, which flowed from a Skytrain

cost-sharing agreement between the Province and

TransLink. Based on advice from then TransLink CEO

(and current Deputy to the Premier) Ken Dobell,

TransLink eventually declined to conclude an operations

and maintenance agreement with Bombardier because

of these presumed higher costs.

The estimates for private operations and maintenance

of the Millennium Line were subsequently reviewed by

the provincial Office of the Auditor General, which ex-

plained in a 2001 report:

TransLink concluded that the cost of contracting

operations and maintenance to Bombardier would

be $4.5 million per year higher than the cost of

having the work done by its subsidiary. A consult-

ing firm hired by the provincial government sub-

stantially agreed...but also determined that the

Bombardier offer includes additional value by ex-

tending the warranties on existing equipment and

by protecting TransLink from some increased in-

put costs in the future.21

In its executive summary report on financial feasibil-

ity, PricewaterhouseCoopers deals with the issue of costs

in only the most vague and ideological terms. Here is its

somewhat contorted statement on “private sector

efficiencies”:

International experience suggests that involving the

private sector, giving it scope to decide the best way

of optimising costs over the life of the project and a

Annual payments to the contractor will come from RAV fare

revenue as well as the equivalent value of cuts to bus service in

the corridor. Therefore, despite some initial private financing,

all costs will ultimately be funded by the public sector.
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financial stake in how the project performs, can

lead to very significant savings on the public sec-

tor cost estimates; sometimes in excess of 20 per

cent. In our view the scope for savings is signifi-

cant but probably less than 20 per cent on the RAV

project because the Project Team has already

worked to optimise capital costs, and because the

need to design the Project to operate as part of the

integrated transit network may limit the potential

for efficiency gains.”22

Perhaps it is not surprising that projected savings are

presumed to be an undefined “probably less than 20 per

cent.” The private sector will have only a very limited “fi-

nancial stake” in the proposed P3, given that private costs

are to be fully funded by taxpayers and transit users. And

it is hard to understand what “potential efficiency gains”

might follow from failing to integrate the project with

the rest of the transit system.

It is inadequate to rely on such vague bromides about

private efficiencies, since the higher likely costs of pri-

vate concessions are well known. As the Underhill Com-

pany report for Vancouver City Council put it: “What does

the private partner bring to the project that the public

sector can’t do for itself? For a PPP to pencil out, the pri-

vate partner needs to add at least enough value to bal-

ance out the additional costs associated with private fi-

nancing.”23

Costs of private financing are higher than public sec-

tor financing because private sector debt is more expen-

sive than public sector debt and because the private sec-

tor must make a profit. Public debt is almost always

cheaper than private debt because bondholders are bet-

ter assured of timely and complete repayment by the pub-

lic. There is little likelihood of public sector insolvency

or the public sector defaulting on debt obligations, in

comparison to the private sector. According to the

Underhill Company report: “A combination of private

equity/private debt financing could require an effective

combined interest/return rate of about 10-11 per cent,

whereas TransLink can finance public debt at about 6 per

cent.”24

Because of higher financing costs, the US Department

of Transportation Federal Highway Administration

strongly criticised privatised financing of transportation

projects in a 1999 report on “Innovative Finance”:

Put simply, a public sector entity’s cost of capital

for a transportation project – all things being equal

– is lower than a private sector entity’s cost of capi-

tal... the major financing fact confronting capital

intensive transportation projects in the U.S. [is

that] debt service levels for a privately financed

project (not using tax-exempt debt) are higher than

those for a publicly financed project of compara-

ble cost... There have not been many recent exam-

ples of successful privatized financing... no private

capital has been raised that could not have been

raised on a public basis and at a lower tax-exempt

cost. Such is the fallacy of most ‘privatized’ capital

techniques... the project revenue which is the ulti-

mate financing source is the user fee revenue paid

by citizens and businesses.25

In Canada, the public sector also pays a significantly

lower cost for GST. Public projects pay a federal GST of 3

per cent, whereas the private sector must pay 7 per cent.

The Underhill Company again: “The difference [for GST]

on this project could exceed $50 million.”26

Dr. Marvin Shaffer summarised the problem well in a

recent opinion article for the CCPA:

The private sector does not ‘contribute’ – it invests.

And the amount it invests does not reduce the cost

of the infrastructure to BC residents – to the con-

trary it significantly increases the amount British

Columbians will have to pay over time for recov-

ery of the project’s costs.27

Some Likely Higher Costs of a P3

• Minimum negative impact to TransLink’s existing
operating budget = $17 million per year
(conservative Burnaby estimate assumes $400
million in private financing). These higher costs
will have to be made up by either cutting service or
increasing revenues.

• Extra GST (four percentage points higher)
= $50 million.

• Private debt/equity is four to five percentage
points higher than TransLink borrowing rate.

• Millennium Line study said private operations and
maintenance were $4.5 million per year more.
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PART IV

High Risk

(iv) The project should be self-supporting from user

charges. In the case of the RAV, it will not come even

close to paying for itself from fares even if optimistic

ridership projections are achieved. Where privatisa-

tion deals entail more than self-supporting user

charges they can become complex and often collapse.

The RAV project fails to match any of these privatisa-

tion criteria.28

Appropriate Risk
Transfer is the Goal

The proposed responsibilities of the RAV private conces-

sionaire need to be well considered before a P3 structure

is approved. P3s may, in theory, make sense for public

sector owners if sufficient and appropriate construction,

financing or operation risks are transferred to the pri-

vate sector. There may be value in paying higher financ-

ing and other private costs if enough risk is transferred

off the public’s back to private investors. The appropri-

ateness of the risks borne by respective partners is one of

the major criteria for judging the worth of P3s. Risks

should be transferred to the party best able to manage

them.

P3s are also often enticing for public owners because

of the prospect that they may reduce the overall amount

of public debt. To the extent that the private sector car-

ries debt for public projects, it is argued there is more

“borrowing room” available to the public. In the case of

the RAV P3, this is not a material consideration since: (i)

most of the project financing will be in the form of tax-

payer supported debt; (ii) the assets will continue to be

owned by the public, so it will not be possible to place

the debt for those assets “off book”; and (iii) the public

Rapid Transit a Poor
Fit for Privatisation

According to at least one international infrastructure ex-

pert, Dr. Jose Gomez-Ibanez of Harvard University, rapid

transit is a poor choice for privatisation from a theoreti-

cal perspective. Dr. Gomez-Ibanez has identified four key

factors that should be in place before privatisation of

public infrastructure is considered:

(i) There should be meaningful competition and no

monopoly provision. A rapid transit line is not a pure

monopoly, of course, since travellers can choose to

drive their cars, but a rapid transit line is not purely

competitive either, since there are rarely two lines

competing for the same transit customers. In the case

of RAV, cars will be the only competition.

(ii) There should be real efficiency gains, not simply a

transfer of public costs and revenues to a private en-

tity. In the case of the proposed RAV P3, there ap-

pears to be little to gain to warrant increased private

capital costs, since rapid transit projects are almost

always built by private contractors in any event and

public sector managers will have to carefully struc-

ture and supervise the operations contract to ensure

the contractor is living up to terms and performance

standards.

(iii) The project in question should be discrete and not

part of an interdependent public system. This is a

critical weakness with regard to the RAV, and rapid

transit in general, since investment success is depend-

ent on factors such as municipal land use, road deci-

sions, costs and service design of feeder bus services,

and sensible fare integration. In the case of RAV, there

is the crucial complicating factor of integration with

the other two existing public sector Skytrain lines.
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sector will have a long term liability for the annual con-

tract payments. The private contractor will be dependent

on public fare and tax revenue for repayment of private

debt obligations. No private sources of funds have been

identified for repayment of the private sector financing.

In examining the proposed RAV P3, then, it is prima-

rily important to review the extent to which substantial

risks will or will not be transferred to the private partner.

According to PricewaterhouseCoopers “...the objective

is to transfer significant risk to the private sector...”29

The Proposed Risk Structure

As currently contemplated, the RAV private concession-

aire will bear system performance risks, operation and

maintenance risks, and the risk of systems and civil works

integration. The RAV “ProjectCorp” will be solely respon-

sible for land and right of way acquisition risks, as well as

the risks associated with default by the private partner.

Both construction risks and passenger volume and rev-

enue risks will be shared by the public owner and the pri-

vate concessionaire.30

These risks, in more detail, are as follows.

Risks for the Private Concessionaire

• Responsibility for system performance will be re-

lated to the performance standards set out by the pub-

lic owner. It will be important for the public owner

to be very specific and detailed in the “outputs” that

will be required. Contract payments will presumably

be withheld or reduced in the event of system non-

performance. But if there is actual failure of the sys-

tems, it will be customers that will bear the immedi-

ate brunt. And actual withholding of contract pay-

ments invariably results in messy and expensive liti-

gation.

• Private responsibility for integration of systems
and civil works will likewise have a big impact on

transit users in the event of inadequate performance.

The RAV must operate seamlessly with the rest of the

region’s transit system and, particularly, with the

other parts of the rapid transit (i.e. Skytrain) system.

Although it is planned that integration of systems and

civil works will be the sole risk of the private conces-

sionaire, close and frequent cooperation with

Skytrain staff will be essential. This will, in reality,

put a shared burden and responsibility for effective

integration on both the private concessionaire as well

as managers and staff of TransLink’s Skytrain.

• Operations and maintenance risks may be borne

privately over the 30 to 35 year term of the contract,

but the public owner will have a vital interest in the

effective operations and maintenance of the assets,

as these will revert to the public owner at the end of

the contract. Performance standards set out by

ProjectCorp will need to consider whole life cycle

costs very carefully. Incentives will need to be devel-

oped to ensure that adequate and timely maintenance

is carried out in order to protect the long term worth

of the public’s assets. If these assets are run down, or

inadequate consideration is given to renewal and dis-

posal, the public will bear unnecessary additional

costs over time. As the Underhill report observed:

“The 30-35 year timeframe, however, could work

against TransLink’s long term interest. As the end of

the term approaches, the private concessionaire

would have little incentive to perform major refur-

bishments or replace equipment. TransLink could

find itself, when it takes control of the RAV line in 35

years, immediately faced with major capital costs to

refurbish and upgrade the system to then modern

standards.”31

• Cost risks after closure of the deal will generally be

borne by the contractor, with the exception of the

shared risk of tunnelling (which is the most risky part

of the construction component) and ridership (the

most risky part of the operations). Presumably, this

means the private contractor will cover cost overruns,

although the cost of change orders and post-con-

struction claims may still be borne by the public as

with other design/build contracts. The contract struc-

ture is intended to provide incentives to the private

operator to cut costs, while meeting set performance

standards. How may that be done? Dr. John Loxley

provided one possible answer when summarising the

record of P3s for public services at a 2002 CCPA pub-

lic forum. With regard to projects where the private

sector is given a budget by the public sector to take

over and operate public operations, he said “Turn-

ing to the...group of P3s which promise lower oper-

ating costs for government, one must ask the ques-

tion ‘How do you reduce the cost of government?’

The quick answer is by reducing the cost of labour.

And how do P3s accomplish this? By de-unionising,

by lowering wages, by cutting benefits, by laying
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people off, by multiple tasking. There is no secret here,

this will very quickly reduce the cost of government.

But what about the quality of service when you do

that?”32

Overall, then, while the private sector bears some risk,

even those theoretically carried alone are, in fact, a bur-

den shared with the public.

Risks for the Public Owner

• Public responsibility for property acquisition and
right of way risk is normal for infrastructure projects

that are publicly owned and constructed. However,

in a design/build construction process there is con-

siderable likelihood of expensive claims from the con-

tractor in the event of failure to acquire property in a

timely way. Recent experience with the Millennium

Line’s difficulty in timely acquisition of property from

the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway is in-

structive in this regard. If contractor construction

timetables are held up by property litigation, expro-

priation difficulties or other right of way acquisition

delays – and the public is solely responsible for this

risk – then it is probable that public sector costs will

increase because of contractor claims.

• The risk of contractor default is made more serious

by the sweeping P3 structure that is proposed. More

simple design/build or design/bid/build contracts are

secured through bonding processes that are regular

and well understood. However, for a 30 to 35 year

contract that includes operation and maintenance as

well as construction, extra bonding and insurance

against default will be necessary and will need to be

ironclad to protect the public owner. As the TransLink

Finance and Audit Committee was told on April 9,

2003 “TransLink will be exposed to risk in the event

that the Concessionaire defaults on its obligations.

This is because risk can only be transferred to the

extent that capital is available to absorb it. Mecha-

nisms will be put in place to manage and mitigate

risk during the life of the Concession...[that] must

be sufficient to satisfy the Agencies and private sec-

tor investors that the Concessionaire is highly un-

likely to default. However, mitigation mechanisms

are not foolproof. If the Concessionaire defaults, ul-

timately, risk transfers back to the Agencies. It is

worth noting that while these risks could have a ma-

terial impact on TransLink, they are highly unlikely

to occur.”33

• The risk of not achieving bus savings will also be

borne by TransLink. As we have seen, payments to

the private contractor will come from RAV fare rev-

enues plus the computed value of cuts to bus service

in the corridor. The bus fleet is controlled by

TransLink. Bus cut decisions will eventually be a func-

tion of bus passenger demand, available funding and

political considerations by TransLink Directors. If

TransLink doesn’t, for whatever reason, make the bus

cuts that are projected it will have to make that up in

funding for legal commitments to the RAV contrac-

tor. As an example, if there are 10 per cent fewer bus

savings than currently projected, TransLink will have

to make up approximately $3 million per year on

average over a 30 year contract.34 There is already

risk to the bus forecasts, since the Halcrow/TSi

ridership projections were based on 1,600 peak buses.

In the interim, TransLink’s long-term strategy has

reduced that number to 1,400 peak buses. This

smaller bus fleet reduces incremental revenues by

$2.5 million per year.35

Shared Public/Private Risk

Ridership Risks

• According to the model, there will be a sharing of

passenger volume (ridership) risk. The manner in

which the ridership risk will be “shared” is not yet

defined in detail, but it is generally understood that

if ridership does not match forecasts, it is the public

that will have to pay the private operator for any

shortfall. This is because control of fares, bus inte-

gration decisions and marketing will remain with

TransLink.

If there is failure of the systems, it will be customers who bear

the immediate brunt. And withholding contract payments

invariably results in messy and expensive litigation.
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Private investors will seek certainty regarding operat-

ing contract payments, no matter the actual ridership re-

sults. The forecasts of ridership are, therefore, critical to

an assessment of the risks that will be borne by the pub-

lic in this partnership. Based on an investment grade re-

port by Halcrow/TSi, the financial model is predicated

on a forecast of 26 to 38 million passenger boardings per

year in 2010 for the fully grade separated option (exclud-

ing a three year traffic and revenue ramp-up), generat-

ing a wide ranging forecast of revenue in 2002 dollars of

between $37 and $56 million per year. Boardings are fore-

cast to increase to between 31 and 45 million passengers

per year in 2021. The forecasts do not include the pros-

pect of “premium” service to the airport as it was con-

cluded that the original benchmarking for a premium

service was “over-optimistic.”36

From the forecast ridership range provided by the con-

sultants, the Project Team’s Project Definition Report set-

tles on projected boardings of 32.7 million passengers per

year in 2010 and 38.5 million passengers per year in 2021.

Put more simply, the forecast is for 90,000 to 100,000

passengers per day by 2010. The forecast ridership is com-

posed of 57,700 passengers that will switch from RAV

corridor buses to the new rail service, 5,100 new RAV rail

users from the airport, and 37,200 new passengers on the

corridor. Intuitively, the attraction of over 37,000 new

passengers on the corridor per day will be extremely dif-

ficult. Today, there are 35,000 to 40,000 daily rapid/ex-

press riders on the corridor, 2,000 daily riders on the air-

port shuttle, and 40,000 riders on local trolley routes in

the corridor.37

A key factor in achieving ridership projections will be

the value customers put on their time. The value of time

is a very sensitive input to the model. If line travel times

increase by 20 per cent, the model forecasts a 15 per cent

decrease in boardings. Conversely, a 20 per cent reduc-

tion in line travel times increases boardings by 15 per

cent.38

The ridership projections assume a strong rebound in

air travel in 2002/2003 followed by a period of sustained

air travel growth. This is likely optimistic. Halcrow/TSi

did a so-called “Monte Carlo” sensitivity analysis to as-

sess the likely risks of the various components of the

ridership forecasts. The riskiest portion is the forecast of

total airport ridership, including airport employees. This

accounts for 10 per cent of ridership and 15 per cent of

revenues. The overall risk assessment is +/- 15 per cent

for non-air passenger ridership (which includes airport

employees) and +30 per cent/-20 per cent for airport pas-

sengers on a non-premium service. The bottom line for

TransLink will be a risk of +/- $8 million per year on

average over 30 years.39 This is very significant risk.

The April 23, 2003 report to Burnaby Council com-

pared RAV ridership projections with the actual experi-

ence on the Expo Line:

First boarding revenue assignment rates used for

the RAV Rapid Transit Project are significantly

higher than rates observed on the Expo Line (110

per cent to 141 per cent higher). This seems un-

likely given that the Expo Line has a considerable

number of high density land uses within walking

distance clustered along its length (e.g. downtown

New Westminster, Metrotown, and Collingwood

village) while the proposed RAV Line travels large

stretches without similar significant destinations.40

The Burnaby report includes a critique of other ele-

ments of the ridership forecast as well, including the pre-

sumed ratio of air passenger transfers; the extreme sensi-

tivity of conversion factors to convert model outputs; the

fact that 2010 ridership and revenue has not been dis-

counted to allow for ramp-up; the sensitivity of the value

of time; the importance to the estimates of construction

of a Bridgeport Park and Ride; and the absence of an ac-

counting of seasonal variations in air passenger volumes.

Overall, Mr. Belhouse characterises the ridership assump-

tions for RAV as “aggressive.” With regard to the various

assumptions of the ridership projections he says: “Any of

these assumptions taken in isolation may seem reason-

able; however, the collective impact of aggressive ridership

assumptions could be significant given that TransLink will

be responsible for any gaps between projected ridership

and actual revenues.”41

Ridership risk will be very significant for the public

sector, resulting in potential increased costs of $8 mil-

lion per year, or more. Decision-makers at TransLink and

the Province will want to be absolutely confident of the

reasonableness of the projections before agreeing to this

proposed P3 – especially given the experience of flawed

ridership projections for similar projects in other juris-

dictions such as Australia. They may want to subject the

forecasts to further independent review.

Given the above, the characterisation of ridership risk

as “shared” is questionable. It is TransLink that will bear

this risk alone.
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Construction Risks

• There will also be sharing of the risks of construc-

tion (particularly tunnelling) and utility relocation.

Proponents of design/build construction contracts

argue that there are significant synergies and savings that

can be achieved by assigning both design and construc-

tion to the same contractor. This is often true, but de-

sign/build can also increase owner costs significantly if

there are major legal construction claims for additional

payments as a result of changes or delays that can be at-

tributed to the owner after conclusion of the contract.

The proposed regime for construction claims with the

RAV is not clear, but if the public owner wants to submit

change orders (for example, by changing scope in re-

sponse to neighbourhood concerns), or there are delay

claims attributable to the public, then there will likely be

extra public costs for the RAV, just as with other design/

build projects.

Recent experience with design/build transportation

projects in Greater Vancouver are instructive. For exam-

ple, the Millennium Line Skytrain project ended up pay-

ing contractor SAR Transit an additional $36 million be-

yond the agreed price for the guideway construction con-

tract after a successful mediated claim for delays caused

by the Canadian Environmental Assessment process as

well as delays in obtaining private railroad rights of way.

The $36 million payment took the actual contract price

up to $272 million from an awarded contract value of

$235.5 million, an increase in the price of that particular

contract of 15.2 per cent.42

Similarly, the prime contractor for the Lions Gate

Bridge project (American Bridge/Surespan) received an

additional $7.5 million on top of an original contract

value of $86.6 million after a claim for “project complex-

ity” and related delays. This was 8.6 per cent more than

the originally agreed contract amount. This despite the

project being delivered considerably behind schedule and

with a much increased number of bridge closures than

originally agreed, and also despite various clauses in the

contract intended to penalise the contractor for extra

delays and closures. In November of 2001, the provincial

cabinet approved a 16 per cent increase in overall spend-

ing on the project, as compared to the originally approved

budget.43

Protection against unforeseen construction claims

should be a top priority for RAV procurement and con-

tract negotiation.

The P3 as currently proposed would have the public

sector owner share utility relocation risk with the private

contractor. It is not clear why this has been suggested. Ne-

gotiation with utility agencies such as BC Hydro or BC

Gas should primarily be the responsibility of the construc-

tion contractor. While the City of Vancouver or the City

of Richmond will be able to assist in that process, as they

do whenever there is major construction in their munici-

palities, there is no apparent reason why the costs of util-

ity relocation problems should be shared with ProjectCorp

or TransLink. The contractor will be in the best position

to manage such risk within the context of the project con-

struction workplan.

There are always major risks and uncertainties in de-

sign and construction of any multi-billion dollar trans-

portation project, but the proposed RAV faces the particu-

lar risk of extensive tunnelling. Fully grade separated op-

tions for the Cambie corridor contemplate a lengthy tun-

nel running from south of Waterfront/Cordova through

downtown and continuing to 39th Avenue, 49th Avenue,

or even 63rd Avenue. The Peer Review Value Analysis esti-

mated that the cost of tunnelling to 63rd Avenue would be

approximately $336 million.44

In the Project Definition Report, the Project Team iden-

tified the tunnel as a significant risk to schedule and hence

budget.

Tunnelling...involves considerable risk. Any reduc-

tion in length will reduce the risk that unanticipated

ground conditions or equipment breakdown will

extend the construction period... The schedule is pri-

marily driven by the requirement for tunnelling. It

requires between six months and twelve months to

procure a refurbished or new tunnel boring machine.

The rate at which these machines can advance is

related to the nature of the materials through which

they are digging... The time to construct the longest

of...three segments...dictates the overall schedule.”45

Additional geotechnical investigation is recommended

by both the value analysis and in the project definition

report, but it is only when tunnelling is underway that the

specific details of underground conditions become clear.

One potential advantage of a P3 for the RAV might be

transfer of the risk of tunnelling to the private sector, but

the current proposals foresee an undefined “sharing” of

that risk. However, since risk is supposed to be allocated

to the party best able to manage it, and given that design

and construction will be under the control of the contrac-

tor, it is not clear why the public sector is being asked to

share this risk at all. Geotechnical conditions are a func-

tion of nature and cannot be changed by the public sector

owner.
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P3 proponents might respond that it is an advantage

of the P3 to have the private partner share this difficult

risk. The difficulty with this argument is that the public

sector would have more control over decisions about what

to do about tunnelling risks with a more conventional pro-

curement. In the P3 model as proposed, the public will

bear some amount of the cost of the tunnelling risk, but

will have limited control over decisions.

Expensive Tunnelling Surprises

Local government decision-makers will want to have a

thorough sense of the extent to which major tunnelling

can lead to budget pressures and cost overruns. The expe-

rience with major tunnelling for transportation projects

in other jurisdictions is instructive. For example:

• The “Big Dig” highway tunnel project under the City

of Boston has seen its costs go from an estimate of

$2.5 billion (US) in 1985 to a revised estimate of $4.5

billion in 1987 to real costs of over $14.6 billion to-

day. Project costs have risen $4.5 billion in the last

three years alone (in the year 2000, the projected cost

was $10.8 billion). The project is now over four years

behind schedule. Amongst other cost pressures, some

$1.6 billion in extra payments have been made to the

design and build partnership of Bechtel and Parsons

Brinkerhoff. Although there are many reasons for the

massive cost pressures besides tunnelling, there is no

doubt that the tunnelling component is a major fac-

tor. Extra payments to Bechtel include $357 million

for a category called “differing site conditions.” There

was a massive tunnel flood in 1999 which increased

costs considerably.46

• The Channel Tunnel between England and France (a

P3 now known as Eurotunnel) saw capital costs in-

crease from an estimate of £4.9 billion in 1987 to real

costs of more than £11.7 billion by 1994. A 1999 arti-

cle on the project by John Lowe of Glasgow Caledo-

nian University observes: “This project demonstrates

the problems associated with offloading risk to the

contractor. Ultimately on such a project, the contrac-

tor could be able to claim back extra costs from the

client by the simple expedient of threatening to quit

or liquidate. Eurotunnel chairman Sir Alistair Morton

accused TML [the construction consortium] of

blackmail.”47 Once tunnelling is underway for the

RAV, similar demands for extra payment are a real

possibility.

• The cost of the new Dublin Port Tunnel has risen

from £449 million in 2000, to an estimated £625 mil-

lion today. Design of the tunnel is apparently prob-

lematic and some 5 per cent of trucks will be unable

to use it because the tunnel is “too low.”48

• The cost of a 4.5 mile tunnel under Capital Hill in

Seattle has contributed to over $500 million in budget

pressures for the Sound Transit light rail project. Con-

struction bids for boring of the tunnel were 40 per

cent higher than budget estimates, in part because of

soft, wet soil conditions in Seattle. Costs for the over-

all project rose from $3.9 billion (US) in 1996 to more

than $4.4 billion by 2000.49

Cost Estimates
are Often Inaccurate

While tunnel projects are particularly challenging, there

is a worldwide problem with construction costs for in-

frastructure projects sharply exceeding estimates. Accord-

ing to a 2002 study by Aalborg University in Denmark

that looked at 258 projects around the world, 90 per cent

of large public works projects exceed estimates, and cost

estimates are no more accurate today than they were a

century ago. “Costs and benefits are routinely exagger-

ated to sell projects to policymakers.” On average, bridge

and tunnel projects cost 34 per cent over estimates while

rail projects run 45 per cent over estimates on average.50

If the RAV project is approved as a P3 and tunnelling

risks are shared between the public and private sectors,

decision-makers at TransLink should brace themselves for

surprises and unanticipated costs. It is unusual for major

tunnel or rail projects to come in on budget – and the

RAV is both. If the decision is made to go ahead with a

P3, as much of the tunnelling risk as possible should be

transferred to the private partner.

Ridership risk will be very significant for the public sector,

resulting in potential increased costs of $8 million per year,

or more.
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without a private-sector partner. From the time of the first

preliminary work by the Macquarie Group in 2000/2001,

the potential advantages of a P3 have been extolled in the

abstract and without any quantifiable basis for public sec-

tor comparison. This violates provincial government

guidelines for development of public capital projects.

Provincial Government Guidelines

Provincial guidelines for public sector comparators are set

out in the Capital Asset Management Framework of May,

2002. The document provides an overarching set of pro-

vincial advice and rules for evaluation, development, pro-

curement and review of public capital projects in BC.

On the subject of public sector comparators, the docu-

ment states:

Agencies should develop and use a Public Sector

Comparator (PSC) to assess the financial aspects

of value for money – and as a benchmark against

which to measure the net value of alternative pro-

curement options... A full assessment of value-for-

money and public interest issues should be continu-

ally applied and refined as a project is

developed.”51

The Capital Asset Management

Framework goes on to explain that a PSC

should be composed of: (i) a factor for

“competitive neutrality” that “generally

includes the quantification of govern-

ment advantages (such as property tax

exemptions) and disadvantages”; (ii) a

factor for “raw PSC” that examines life cycle base costs,

less revenue; and (iii) a factor for “risk quantification.”52

Crucially, the public sector comparator and an assess-

ment of value-for-money should be developed and refined

at all stages of the project. During the preliminary Strate-

gic Options Analysis phase, a preliminary PSC should be

prepared that does a preliminary assessment of costs and

risks. Similarly, in the development of a Business Case for

the project, a PSC should be developed in more detail.

Finally, as a project moves to procurement, the PSC should

be further refined and used in the evaluation of propos-

als.53

None of this has been done for the RAV. The project

has already moved through its preliminary analysis and

business case phases and is well down the road to pro-

curement, with only the most scant reference in early

documents to the development of a public sector compa-

rator. The project should definitely not have issued a Re-

quest for Expressions of Interest to the private sector (a

key stage in procurement) without some detailed sense in

hand of the comparative costs and benefits of public sec-

tor procurement and operations.

PART V

Where is the Public
Sector Comparator?

PART OF THE DIFFICULTY in assessing the merits of

a potential P3 for the RAV project is that workplans

and studies for the project are basically silent on

the question of a public sector comparator (PSC),

meaning the RAV Project Office has not produced

an estimate or model for construction of the RAV
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The absence of a public sector comparator casts a

shadow on the entire RAV proposal in its current form.

Without a public sector comparator, the P3 component

appears ideological, rather than based on sound evidence

or a clear business case.

The PSC Should Protect
Taxpayers, not Bidders

The process for development of an eventual PSC is quite

unclear at this time. The Macquarie P3 report actually

recommended that any PSC be shared with bidders on

the project: “In Macquarie’s view, there are significant ad-

vantages of making a public sector benchmark available

to bidders as part of the process, particularly if govern-

ment is likely to revert to a public sector delivery approach

if the private sector does not meet its hurdle.”54

It would be a clear violation of the provincial Capital

Asset Management Framework to follow Macquarie’s

advice in this regard. The Capital Asset Management

Framework clearly states: “The costs allocated to risks

should not be disclosed to potential private partners.”55

Which is, of course, only common sense if the objective

is best value for public funds, rather than promotion of

the P3 ideology.

The PSC Must be
Independent and Objective

If a public sector comparator is to be developed for the

RAV in the future, it is important that the public have

complete confidence in its veracity and objectivity. It is

common for public sector comparators to be developed

by the same private consulting firms that also make rec-

ommendations on P3 procurement or financial model-

ling. This can be a mistake, since it may prompt ques-

tions about the objectivity or accuracy of the PSC.

In the UK, for example, the PSC for the proposed Lon-

don Underground P3 was developed by Pricewaterhouse-

Coopers. Its work indicated that a private partnership

might be as much as £4.5 billion more cost effective than

a public procurement. This figure was touted widely by

the British government and other proponents of the P3.

However, when Deloitte and Touche Corporate Finance

did a detailed evaluation of the public sector comparator

from PricewaterhouseCoopers, it found amongst other

things that:

We have seen no evidence that there is a valid ba-

sis for establishing that the PPP will achieve Value

for Money using commonly accepted techniques for

projects of this nature... highly material adjust-

ments to the PSC are judgementally volatile or sta-

tistically simplistic... some of the statistical analy-

sis is arbitrary and could be misinterpreted by the

reader... selection of preferred bidders too early in

the process could lead to a materially adverse im-

pact on Value for Money... public sector bond fi-

nancing has been largely dismissed.”56

If it has not begun already, work should commence

immediately on development of an objective public sec-

tor comparator for the proposed RAV project. In order

to enhance public confidence in the PSC, it should not

be developed by any of the consultants who have worked

on the RAV P3 so far, including Macquarie and Price-

waterhouseCoopers. To maximise public confidence, a

public sector comparator for the RAV should be devel-

oped by the provincial Auditor General.57

P3 Consultants Should Not
be Part of Bidding Teams

Many consulting firms, such as PricewaterhouseCoopers

and the Macquarie Group, act internationally as advo-

cates for public-private partnerships. It should be a given

that consultants who have advised on the structure of

the proposed P3 for the RAV should be excluded from

teams that subsequently bid on the project. Surprisingly,

perhaps, the provincial government (through Partner-

ships BC) recently gave a special clearance to Pricewater-

houseCoopers to participate in the bidding for the

Abbotsford private hospital, despite the fact that they

wrote the report that set the terms for the P3 for that

new facility.58 It should hardly require stating, but given

the recent provincial dispensation for P3 consultants in

the Abbotsford hospital case, TransLink should be care-

ful to protect the objectivity of its processes by ensuring

that P3 advisors do not form part of RAV bid teams.

Without a public sector comparator, the proposed P3

structure appears ideological, rather than based on sound

evidence or a clear business case.
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The Australian Experience

In an August 2002 article, Stephen Wisenthal of the Aus-

tralian Financial Review summarised the Australian ex-

perience this way:

Australia’s three biggest state capitals have either

built or considered building train links to their air-

ports. So far, the record has not been good. Syd-

ney’s airport rail line fell into receivership within

months of opening, Brisbane’s has stopped mak-

ing payments on some of its debt and, in Victoria,

the state government decided not to build one to

Melbourne Airport at all.”59

When the Sydney Airport Rail Link was announced in

1990, then Transport Minister Baird said, “the airport link

will not require one cent of government money.”60 In re-

ality, significant taxpayer contributions were required and

“the end result of this PPP was that the New South

Wales...government had to bail out the project, costing

taxpayers $704 million (Aus).”61 Inaccurate ridership pro-

jections appear to have been the main cul-

prit: “Passenger levels were projected to be

around 48,000 when the link opened, rising

to 68,000 within 10 years. In practice they

were around 12,000 a day. Problems with the

service included overcrowded carriages at

peak times, lack of luggage space and high

ticket prices.”62 On November 30, 2000,

within months of the closing ceremonies of

the Sydney Summer Olympics, the Airport

Link Corporation was placed into the hands of receivers

at KPMG at the behest of the National Australia Bank,

which was owed $200 (Aus) million, a debt guaranteed

by the New South Wales government.63

The Brisbane Airport Rail Link (known as Airtrain

Citylink) is a $223 million, 8.5 km project developed as a

build/own/operate/transfer P3. It commenced operations

in May 2001. It is planned that the project will be turned

over to the Queensland government after five years of

operation, though the company has a 35 year operating

concession. Contractual arrangements require that the

state government take control if Airtrain fails. The Mac-

quarie Group is one of the partners in the project.

As with the Sydney rail link, Brisbane’s ridership has

been much lower than predicted. “Executives for Bris-

bane’s Airtrain concede that passengers have not flocked

to the service as quickly as investors hoped... they say

confidentiality clauses prevent them from the revealing

the figures... ‘It’s no secret that it’s taking longer than we

forecast,’ said Airtrain Citylink company secretary Vince

PART VI

Learning From Related
Experience Elsewhere

IN RECENT YEARS, in other parts of the world, a

variety of rapid transit P3s and privatised airport

rail links have been developed that ought to be

instructive for decision-makers in Greater

Vancouver. Experience in Australia is particularly

interesting.
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Scully, a Macquarie Bank executive who helped put the

project finance together.”64

On March 28, 2003, Moody’s Investors Service sharply

downgraded its rating for Airtrain Citylink Ltd., reduc-

ing it to Caa1 from B2 and saying the debt outlook is

negative. The culprit is once again ridership:

Revenue continues to be significantly below that

which was forecast for the rail link when the rat-

ing was originally assigned. In addition, ramp up

has been slower than anticipated and operating

costs are higher than projected. While Airlink has

been working on a number of initiatives aimed

at...improving passenger numbers, the result of

such initiatives has been poor... the negative out-

look on Airtrain rating reflects Moody’s concerns

that there is unlikely to be a material improvement

in patronage.”65

The State of Victoria decided in January 2002 that it would

not proceed with the proposed Melbourne Airport Rail
Link. A news release from Transport Minister Peter

Batchelor made clear that ridership would not be suffi-

cient to warrant the investment:

A comprehensive patronage study has found that

a rail link to Melbourne Airport would not be com-

mercially viable for at least ten years... A financial

analysis undertaken by the Rail Projects group of

the Department of Infrastructure showed that

building an airport rail link now would require

government subsidies over a ten year period of be-

tween $350 million to $450 million in today’s dol-

lars... The patronage study prepared by Booz Allen

Hamilton showed that currently seven per cent of

passengers travelling to and from Melbourne air-

port use public transport... the study predicted that

by 2009 a new rail link would increase public trans-

port usage to around nine percent... ‘This small

diversion to public transport is insufficient to jus-

tify the high cost of a new rail link,’ Mr. Batchelor

said.66

The North American
Experience

Design/build/operate/maintain arrangements for rapid

transit are rare in North America. Two US examples, how-

ever, highlight the risks.

While construction of the 7.5 mile Hudson-Bergen Light

Rail project in New Jersey line was on budget and on

schedule, it has failed to meet ridership projections. Be-

fore the new light rail line opened in April 2000, plan-

ners for NJ Transit had predicted that the line would carry

14,000 fares to begin with and 18,000 by Fall 2000.67 Af-

ter one year of operation, ridership was running about

only 8,000 fares a day, less than half of what had been

projected, with revenues covering only about 10 per cent

of expenses.68 By February 2002, average daily ridership

had grown to 11,700, still well short of the planning pro-

jections for opening day.69 Under the design/build/oper-

ate/maintain contract, however, ridership risk rests with

NJ Transit. The public owner pays the private contractor

an annual fee for operation and must find the funds to

make up the ridership shortfall from public resources.

The new $1.9 billion (US) JFK AirTrain in New York is

also being developed through a design/build/operate/

maintain contract structure. It is owned by the Port Au-

thority of New York and New Jersey and is funded through

a combination of Port Authority dollars as well as an ex-

isting $3 surcharge on passengers departing JFK Airport.

The technology is essentially the same as Greater Van-

couver’s Skytrain.

While the JFK Airtrain project has been built on budget

and on schedule, progress was marred by a fatal accident

on September 27, 2002. An operator was killed during

system testing by Bombardier Transportation, a member

of the consortium that will ultimately operate and main-

tain the system. On April 15, 2003 the Port Authority

Safety Board issued a report that stated:

Decision-makers should brace themselves for surprises and

unanticipated costs. It is unusual for major tunnel or rail

projects to come in on budget – and the RAV is both.
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The investigation revealed that the combination

of the lack of effective communication between the

test supervisor and test personnel, the insufficient

training of train operators, and the incomplete

documentation of test procedure modifications cre-

ated the circumstances that led to this accident.70

The safety board emphasized that the accident was

unrelated to construction or design, but rather was a func-

tion of problems with communications, training, coor-

dination and management. Bombardier is implement-

ing the report’s recommendations and an Airtrain Safety

Oversight Board has been created to oversee operational

changes.

While fatal accidents are, unfortunately, all too com-

mon for large infrastructure projects (whether developed

publicly or privately), this particular accident and the

response to it highlights the fact that public sector own-

ers bear a responsibility for ensuring safe operational

practices even when operations are contracted out. The

general public expects the public sector owner to shoul-

der responsibility for health and safety. In this case, the

Port Authority suspended testing and commissioning op-

erations, carried out a safety investigation, made recom-

mendations to improve safety of operations by the con-

tractor and created an oversight board to ensure compli-

ance. The “risk” for health and safety has not been trans-

ferred to the contractor and the public sector owner will

take on the costs of overseeing safety compliance.

The British Experience

Finally, two British P3s highlight certain concerns about

financing and coordination amongst contractors.

The Croydon Tramlink, a privately financed “off balance

sheet” light rail project in South London, is facing seri-

ous financial difficulties due primarily to high levels of

debt, significant operating losses and the financial crisis

facing Amey, one of the lead companies in the consor-

tium. According to the Times of London:

Tramtrack Croydon, which was formed by a con-

sortium led by Amey, the troubled support serv-

ices company, had net debt of more than £100 mil-

lion... Tramtrack Croydon suffered a 34 per cent

increase in pre-tax losses, to £9.47 million in the

year to March 31, 2002, and its operating losses

more than doubled to £1.58 million.”71

The London Underground P3 has generated consider-

able controversy for several years. It has been strongly

opposed by the Mayor of London, Ken Livingstone, for

amongst other reasons, the complexity of a variety of

private companies being responsible for differing com-

ponents of a vital public system. “Critics have called the

PPP dangerous and incomprehensible. Operational con-

tracts include 300 different formulas for measuring per-

formance, with a complex system of attribution to deter-

mine who is at fault for every delay.”72 The London Un-

derground is an example of what one P3 analyst termed

the “mind-boggling contractual complexity” of many

P3s.73 Investors in the Tube Lines consortium are ex-

pected to make a 19 per cent return on equity.74

THESE ASSORTED RECENT EXPERIENCES WITH RAPID

transit and airport rail P3s in other countries highlight

that:

• Ridership projections are often faulty and can be a

serious risk to the public owner or to the overall

viability of a project;

• Risks for issues like health and safety may, in theory,

be transferred to a private operator, but are in real-

ity borne by the public owner, which must respond

to public concerns about accountability;

• Many P3s protect private investors at public expense

as a consequence of a contract structure that guar-

antees public payments despite project viability or

ridership; and

• Some P3s feature great contractual and bureaucratic

complexity that can diffuse accountability for op-

erational problems.

TransLink and GVRD Board members should weigh

these and other risks for taxpayers carefully before ap-

proving a P3 for the RAV. A first step should be full dis-

closure of financial analysis and the development of a

public sector comparator. Insufficient due diligence on

the P3 option has been undertaken so far.
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(i) The final financial feasibility study by Pricewater-

houseCoopers should be released to the public

immediately. At the very least, it should be made

available to TransLink and GVRD Directors.

(ii) Before any further consideration is given to is-

suing a Request for Proposals, the provincial Au-

ditor General should be asked to develop an in-

dependent Public Sector Comparator.

(iii) Ridership projections should be the subject of

further independent review. Particular consid-

eration should be given to the reasons for fail-

ure of ridership projections for similar projects

in Australia and elsewhere.

(iv) More detailed information should be provided

to TransLink and GVRD Directors on the pro-

posed sharing of major risks, such as tunnelling

and ridership. The precise nature of the risks to

be borne by the public owner should be ex-

plained in detail.

PART VII

Recommendations
and Conclusions

(v) If a P3 is approved and a Request for Proposals

issued, TransLink should ensure that consulting

firms that have given P3 advice are not permit-

ted to, in turn, be part of bid teams.

(vi) Project timelines should be adjusted to allow for

adequate review and due diligence before a de-

cision is made to develop the RAV as a public-

private partnership.

It is the finding of this paper, however, that the RAV

line is not an appropriate fit for a public-private partner-

ship of the sort proposed. Insufficient risks and costs are

to be transferred to the private sector to justify the in-

creased costs of a P3.

THIS PAPER HAS HIGHLIGHTED numerous risks of developing the RAV line as a

P3. At a minimum, this study recommends:
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